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Minutes of Chelsea Supporters Trust Special General Meeting 
 

Held at the CIU Club, 71 Britannia Road - 6.30pm Sunday 1st December 2013 
 
1) Introduction and overview from board on progress since AGM 
Chairman Tim Rolls (TR) opened the meeting and introduced the Board of the CST following their election 
subsequent to August's AGM. He went on to give an overview of post-AGM developments such as the 
discussion of the results of the spring survey with Chelsea FC, the loyalty points survey and benchmarking 
exercise.  He also mentioned media coverage of the Trust and campaign issues, such as the 
discriminatory pricing of tickets at the CL game away to Schalke. 
 
2) Results of CST membership survey on loyalty points and update on PL Trusts ticketing 
benchmarking exercise.   
Membership Secretary Celia Mindlesohn (CM) presented feedback from the survey, which had 470+ 
responses and identified that most members of the CST believe that the LP system has some merit but 
with room for improvement.  However, loyalty was perceived as being proportionate (i.e. distance travelled 
to games).  A degree of self-interest amongst respondents had also emerged.  CM confirmed that a brief 
initial report on the results would be issued, with a further, more detailed report to follow once the 
benchmarking exercise has been concluded in the New Year. TR added some comments on how the 
benchmarking exercise has worked.  The Trust's work on this issue was warmly welcomed by supporters' 
organisations attending the recent Premier League Trust meeting in Birmingham, organised by Supporters 
Direct, and is now causing interest amongst Championship club trusts. Supporters Direct and the Football 
Supporters Federation intend to use the final results in addition to Chelsea and other PL clubs. 
 

A question was put as to why the club won't consider rolling over loyalty points for more than one year.  
From the floor, Liz Nurse responded that this was discussed at the Fans Forum, with Graham Smith 
(Chelsea's Supporter Liaison Officer) advising that in their opinion this would promote a "closed shop". 
 

Banning orders were raised with Clint Steele commenting that he had written to the club over a year ago 
concerning a friend who was banned for exchanging tickets in public.  Mark Wyeth said that he had 
recently defended a well-known Chelsea fan who was seen by a steward selling a ticket at below face 
value.  Mr Wyeth says the issue of tickets re-sales relates to the contract between buyer and seller and 
only covers touting when a ticket is sold above face value.  Paul Jeffrey (PJ) reported that Graham Smith 
had commented that the issue was the exchanges taking place in public.  Mark Wyeth countered that the 
law on touting is completely misunderstood.  Cliff Auger (CA) asked Mr Wyeth if the regulations in place 
were particular to CFC, with Mr Wyeth responding in the affirmative.   
 

Mr Steele confirmed that his friend's breach took place at Arsenal FC, which may operate under different 
regulations. 
 

David Johnstone (DJ) confirmed that both he and CA were asked regularly for advice on banning orders, 
the majority of which relate to ticketing offences.  DJ stated that he and Cliff Auger (CA) had repeatedly 
sought a meeting with the club to discuss banning orders, but believed the club thought this would be too 
much extra work and diverted this discussion to the Fans Forum, where it can disappear amidst other 
issues.  They will however continue with their work. 
 
3) Updates on progress and actions regarding motions passed at AGM 
a) Ticketing/supporter issues - this was covered under item 2). 
 
b) Safe Standing 
Julian Beattie (JB), the Trust's representative on the Fans Forum, confirmed that the Trust were working 
with the FSF and Jon Darch of the Safe Standing Campaign on this issue.  Fourteen PL clubs have 
advised they would back safe standing in a vote, and the Mail on Sunday newspaper have claimed that all 
PL clubs are potentially in favour except Liverpool FC.  JB reported that the provisions of the Taylor Report 
relating to seating state that grounds must offer seated accommodation (i.e. there is no obligation to have 
an all-seated stadium).  He also advised that in the previous week Bristol City FC were granted planning 
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permission for 3,021 rail seats in their new ground.  JB went on to report that at the Fans Forum meeting 
which took place earlier in the day, the club agreed to meet with the FSF and Jon Darch. He concluded by 
saying that in his view the Premier League had realised that the value of their "product" was suffering due 
to lack of atmosphere (perceived USP of league) and were now starting to act to protect it. 
 

CA commented that he believed that the Safe Standing display would initially be viewed by the Fans 
Forum members, with supporters being given a subsequent opportunity to see it, some time in March.   
 

Clint Steele took the view that it might be worth playing the "Euro Card", but PJ advised that issues such 
as seating are only covered by council policy. 
 

David Chidgey (DC) advised that the biggest obstacles that Jon Darch and the Safe Standing Campaign 
had faced was opposition from Liverpool FC.  However, Mr Darch had addressed their concerns during the 
last week and, in DC's view, if Liverpool drop their opposition, then the Government will find it difficult to 
resist attempts to introduce safe standing. 
 
c) Viagogo and other secondary ticketing agencies 
Ross Mooring (RM) advised that following the Spring Survey and subsequent AGM, the Trust had been 
gathering information from other clubs and listening to fans' views.  RM reviewed Viagogo's selling policy 
and compared it with StubHub, where tickets are also sold at vastly inflated prices.  He went on to praise 
Arsenal FC's not-for-profit ticket exchange. 
 

One speaker commented out that there are unofficial websites put supporters with spare tickets in touch 
with each other.  He was highly critical of Viagogo.  However DJ pointed out that he had been contacted by 
a supporter who had paid £50 to such a website, but not received the tickets.  The previous speaker 
admitted there may be some problems, but also praised such sites. 
 

RM added that the club like an official solution, hence the partnership with Viagogo.  Peter Trenter stated 
that in his opinion the only solution would be for Chelsea FC to admit that Viagogo charged extremely high 
fees and set up a ticket exchange. 
 

Theresa Magee (TM) stated her experience that when she returned the season-ticket wallet sent to her in 
the summer, she returned it to Ron Gourlay.  Graham Smith subsequently telephoned her to advise that 
under the terms of partnership between CFC and Viagogo, the club had no option but to distribute these. 
 

RM is working on ideas covering a not-for-profit ticket exchange similar to that run by Arsenal FC (either 
Chelsea-specific or Premier League wide) – the meeting was in support of this initiative. 
 
d) Football in the Community 
CA confirmed that the two recent local residential leafleting campaigns had received some good feedback 
and once the final phase was completed (to coincide with the March 2014 international break) this would 
be cascaded to the club and Council.  PJ added that volunteers would be more than welcome to assist with 
the next phase. 
 

CA stated that the CST also intended to leaflet local businesses, and was willing to promote those offering 
discounts to supporters, but also name and shame those pubs operating higher match day charges. 
 
e) Future of Stamford Bridge 
TR stated that although no club announcement been made on this issue, any announcement would of 
course become a big issue and the subject of debate. CA added that in the meantime, the Trust support 
the current club policy, i.e. that it is desirable the club should remain at Stamford Bridge.  
 
4) CST Christmas Party 
TM ran through the details of the party, thanked those who had purchased tickets thus far and requested 
any members at the meeting who wished to attend the meeting to purchase a ticket afterwards. 
 
5) Key Engagements - this was covered under earlier items. 
 
6) Questions/Motions from CST members 
 
Clint Steele suggested that the club should discontinue the engagement of the opera singer who performs 
"Blue Is The Colour" prior to big games. 
 
7) Any Other Business 
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7.1) CST Badges - DJ advised that hopefully badges should be available at the Christmas Party and 
subsequently available on the cfcuk stall.  For those unable to collect in person, further information on how 
to obtain their badges will be made available. 
 

7.2) CST Presence on cfcuk stall versus Crystal Palace - TM suggested there might not be a Board 
member available for this game as a result of the previous night's Christmas party. 
 

From the floor, Martin Wickham pointed out that whilst the alerts from The Trainline for away matches was, 
in theory, useful, it doesn't always work due to changes in football fixtures.  Clashes with major engineering 
works on the underground were also criticised, but Peter Trenter pointed out that tube engineering works 
are programmed two years in advance and clubs needed to do more to mitigate this issue.   
 

DJ commented that the club should be praised for their record on subsidised travel.  A speaker from the 
floor pointed out they were obliged to do so since the commencement of the new PL TV contract following 
an agreement between PL clubs.  CA commented that in fairness, CFC had been providing travel 
subsidies prior to this season.  SK advised members to register with Transport For London's weekend 
travel updates. 
 
Business concluded, TR declared the meeting closed at 19.45 hours. 
 

 
 
A recording of the meeting is available as a podcast by downloading from either here: 
FootballFanCast.Com or here: ITunes 
 

 

http://podcasts.footballfancast.com/chelsea_fancast/302381/the-chelsea-supporters-trust-special-general-meeting-021213/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/chelsea-football-fancast/id220201865

